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Abstract: Predicting how biodiversity affects ecosystem functioning requires a multifaceted approach
based on the partitioning of diversity into its taxonomic and functional facets and thus redundancy.
Here, we investigated how species richness (S), functional diversity (FD) and functional redundancy
(FR) are affected by forest structure. Sixty-eight abandoned coppice-with-standards plots were
selected in two mountain areas of the Apennine chain. We performed linear models to quantify
the influence of structural parameters on S, FD and FR of clonal traits. Each diversity facet was
affected differently by structural parameters, suggesting a complex interweaving of processes that
influence the understory layer. Namely, tree layer density influences S, the height of the standards
affects the lateral spread and persistence of clonal growth organs, and diameter of standards affects
the FD of the number of clonal offspring. Opposite relationships compared to FD was found for
the FR, suggesting how clonal traits play a key role in species assemblage. The observation that
structural parameters exert opposite impact on FR seems to indicate a counterbalance effect on
ecosystem stability. Multifaceted approaches yield a better understanding of relationship between
forest structure and understory, and this knowledge can be exploited to formulate indications for
more sustainable management practices.

Keywords: clonal traits; functional diversity; taxonomic diversity; functional redundancy; ecosystem
stability; assembly rules; environmental heterogeneity; beech forest; standard trees

1. Introduction

The continual loss of biodiversity induced by human-driven global changes is one of the major
concerns of ecologists [1–3], and the challenge of predicting how biodiversity changes may affect
ecosystem functioning has yet to be resolved [4]. For many years, the number of species (species richness)
has been considered the only measure able to link biodiversity to ecosystem functioning [5,6], and it
was assumed that the lack of niche complementarity is a prerequisite for species coexistence. This
assumption led to the widespread concept that an increase in ecosystem functioning should be mirrored
by an increase in the number of species [5]. However, evidence about such a relationship is scarce and
contradictory [7]. In the last two decades, a growing body of evidence has indicated that species affect
ecosystem functions via their traits [8–10]; these reports were summarized in review papers e.g., [11,12].
The fact that coexisting species with similar traits are present in a given assemblage indicates that
there is not a general relationship between species richness and ecosystem functions, and thus it is
impossible to attribute variations in ecosystem function exclusively to taxonomic causes [7,8,13,14].
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Indeed, the decreasing number of species will not necessarily affect a given ecosystem function, if the
persistence of other species having the same strategies is ensured. On the contrary, the loss of some
species bearing unique trait values is expected to alter the ecosystem functions dramatically [7,8,15].
The maintenance of ecosystem functioning under species loss is known as functional redundancy [16].
A community with high functional redundancy may be marked by greater temporal stability (that is,
greater “resilience”) than one with low functional redundancy and be protected against the loss of
such ecosystem functions as biomass productivity or nutrient fluxes (that is, it may have greater
“resistance”) [17–19]. Knowledge of the functional redundancy level of communities is essential for
conservation planning to prevent alterations in ecosystem functioning, as well as for evaluating the
sustainability of management practices.

Among the global changes, land use is widely considered one of the main drivers leading to
biodiversity loss [1]. Starting in the 19th century, many European temperate and Mediterranean forests
were managed prevalently with a practice defined as “coppice-with-standards” (hereafter “CWS”),
mainly to obtain firewood and charcoal, and to provide grazing areas for livestock [20–22]. In a CWS
system, young shoots are logged on a short rotation and new shoots re-sprout vegetatively from
dormant buds on the cut stumps, while a variable number of trees are left uncut (hereafter “standards”)
for one or more rotation cycles, in order to ensure seed production [23]. In addition, standards
can be used as timber woods [24]. After felling, non-linear phases occur and lead from the initial
open habitat to a dense and patchy shrub layer. Over time, a complex tree stand with vertical and
horizontal heterogeneity is formed as standards grow and new shoots are formed through agamic
propagation [22].

This management practice is particularly widespread along the Apennine chain in Italy [22,25].
Silvicultural management that sustains biodiversity and also ecosystem processes has become a major
challenge for the forestry industry [26]. In this context, the understory vegetation is a key element for
judging the effectiveness of forest management practices [22,27]. In fact, forest-floor plant communities
influence nutrient cycles and are sensitive to environmental and dynamic changes [28–30]. It has
been suggested that old coppice forest conditions generate a highly selective environment that shapes
understory communities [31,32]. In fact, the main ecological drivers affecting the understory are
the closure of canopy cover and the parallel decrease in light availability, together with the increase
in spatial heterogeneity of soil nutrients and water [22,33]. Under these conditions, only species
bearing specific traits can persist [32,34]. As a result, old coppice forests generally have lower levels
of understory species diversity and richness than recently logged forests [22,33]. Furthermore, old
coppice forests are characterized by plants with similar functional strategies (functional convergence)
to cope with reduced light conditions and increased spatial heterogeneity of resources [32].

It should be noted that these observations are the outcome of the comparison of different studies
or the use of each diversity metric individually. Instead, there is a dearth of studies that have
combined both taxonomic and functional diversity in the single metric of functional redundancy.
Functional investigations examined mainly aboveground traits related to leaves, stems and seeds [35],
or belowground traits related to fine-roots and mycorrhizal associations [36]. These traits capture
functions related to resource (asymmetric) competition and growth rate, but fail to explain other key
functional dimensions such as space occupancy and on-spot persistence [37–39]. Clonal traits are the
best candidate for capturing these dimensions [40,41]. In fact, clonal traits of herbaceous species are
fundamental in forest ecosystems [38,42–44] and a number of studies have documented the increasing
importance of clonal strategies in coppice forests [34,43,45]. This importance could be mainly linked to
the reduction in sexual reproduction under closed canopy and the need to cope with the high spatial
heterogeneity of resources [42,43,46].

Most of our knowledge on the functioning of forest ecosystems derives from studies comparing the
effect of different management practices on the aboveground functional dimension of the understory
e.g., [27,34,47,48] or focusing on changes over time (i.e., chronosequences) e.g., [22,30,45,49]. However,
marginal mountain regions are experiencing ongoing processes of abandonment of traditional
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management practices begun after World War II, and large areas that were once traditionally managed as
coppice-with-standards are now left to spontaneous vegetation re-growth [34,50,51]. These abandoned
CWS stands that are over their turn are currently called “old CWS” [23,34]. Researchers have set out
on a new quest to understand how the structural parameters deriving from past management practices
(e.g., the height and diameter of standards; tree layer cover, etc.) affect the current understory vegetation:
this objective is all the more compelling because of the need to identify economically acceptable and
sustainable management practices, in the light of a potential revival in coppice management practices.

The present study investigated the effect of forest structure on different facets of understory plant
diversity, focusing on clonal traits, in abandoned Apennine beech (Fagus sylvatica) forests previously
managed as CWS. Specifically, we assessed whether stand structural parameters affect differently:
(1) taxonomic diversity, (2) functional diversity, and (3) functional redundancy. Moreover, we sought to
ascertain whether the relationships between these facets of diversity and stand structure are consistent
with study areas characterized by different floristic composition.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

We studied the vascular plants in the understory vegetation of two montane beech forest
areas, both located in the Central Apennines (Central Italy), namely, the Montagne della Duchessa
(in the western part of the Velino-Sirente chain in the Lazio Region), and the Monti Sibillini chain
(in the southern part of the Marche Region) (Figure 1). The Central Apennines are characterized
by a sub-Mediterranean climate and a limestone substrate [30,34]. In both areas examined, the
forests landscape is dominated by beech belonging to the Fagion sylvatica alliance, but some are the
microthermal form (Cardamino kitaibelii-Fagetum sylvaticae association) and others the thermophylous
form (Lathyro veneti-Fagetum sylvaticae association) [52–54]. Nevertheless, the localities differ in
their floristic composition (Table S1). Traditionally, these Apennine forests were managed as
coppice-with-standard (CWS) for the production of charcoal and timber [55,56], but with the significant
rural exodus that began after World War II and has persisted over time, traditional land use has
declined drastically [51], with the result being that most of the previously CWS managed forest stands
have been left unexploited [22], becoming “old CWS” (>38 years for the Lazio Region and >40 years
for the Marche Region, according to regional laws) [23,34]. As the Central Apennines are characterized
by similar climate, geology and land-use history (CWS), these selected beech forest areas could be
considered representative of the montane beech forest system of Central Italy. Moreover, many beech
forests included in the study area belong to the 9210* Habitat (Apennine beech forests with Taxus and
Ilex EU 92/43 Directive) of the Natura 2000 Network [34].

2.2. Vegetation Data

From a pool of 160 beech forest plots (80 in each region) [23,34], we selected only those plots
characterized by similar past forest management and age groups (old CWS) sensu [42], with similar
environmental conditions in terms of bedrock (limestone) [54] and canopy closure cover (>90%). In
total, we considered 68 plots (20 m × 20 m) of old CWS, 30 for the Lazio Region and 38 for the Marche
Region. Vegetation data consist of cover-abundance values of the plant species of the herbaceous layer
(visual estimates in percentage scale). A total of 210 species were recorded in the study areas. In each
plot, all trees with a diameter at breast height (1.3 m above ground level) ≥ 2.5 cm were censused. Trees
were then classified and grouped according to the three physiognomic forest layers, termed emergent
trees (standards; individuals with crown emerging from the canopy), dominant trees (trees composing
the crown dominant layer), and subordinate trees (trees with crown totally or partially dominated
by the upper canopies) [53]. Several structural parameters were then calculated, including the total
number of trees in 400 m2 (total density), the number of standards in 400 m2 (emergent density), the
number of dominant trees on 400 m2 (dominant density) and the number of subordinate trees in 400 m2
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(subordinate density). In addition, we retrieved the height (m, measured with a laser rangefinder) and
diameter (cm, at breast height) of the standards [23,34].Diversity 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 13 
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Figure 1. Location of the two montane beech forest in the Apennines in Central Italy: Sibillini
(Marche Region) and Duchessa (Lazio Region).

2.3. Trait Data

We retrieved data on clonal traits (lateral spread, clonal offspring and persistence of clonal growth
organ) from an available database [41] (Table 1). Lateral spread (LS, cm/year) is the distance a clonal
organism spreads each year; the number of clonal offspring (NCO, n/year) is defined as the number
of offspring shoots per parent shoot per year. The persistence of clonal growth organs (PCGO, year)
is the lifespan of the physical connection between parental and clonal shoots. Compared to traits
referred to the leaf-height-seed (LHS) scheme, clonal traits capture different functional dimensions
that have received less attention but that affect plant persistence, such as space occupancy, resource
foraging and sharing, and ability to recover after injury [37]. Values for clonal traits were available
for all those species whose relative cumulative cover reached 80% of the total cover of all species.
This trait sampling approach is suggested for areas where there is a low turnover of species (i.e., beta
diversity) [57,58] as is the case in our study (β diversity values of 7.6 expressed as β = γ/mean α,
considering Jost correction as recommended by de Bello et al. [59].

Table 1. List of plant clonal traits considered in this study, their codes and definitions present in
CLOPLA3 [41].

Trait Trait Code Trait Definition

Lateral spread LS Distance between parental and offspring shoots
(cm/year)

Persistence of clonal growth
organs PCGO Lifespan of the physical connection between mother and

daughter shoots (year)

Clonal offspring CO Number of offspring shoots produced per parent shoot
per year (n/year)
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2.4. Calculation of Indices

We calculated two structural diversity indices to quantify the vertical and horizontal structure
heterogeneity (heights and diameters) of the old CWS standards. The Shannon index (Sh) was applied
to the proportion of standards in each size class after dividing standard diameters into 12 classes of
8 cm (ShDBH) and standard height into 11 classes of 3 m (ShH) according to the following formula:

Sh =
∑
−(lnpi)pi (1)

where pi is the relative abundance of standards in the ith size class [60]. To calculate the Shannon index,
we used the natural logarithm [61].

To assess the community stability and recovery we followed the framework proposed by
Ricotta et al. [14]. This approach involves the use of a common methodological measure, Rao’s
quadratic entropy, for calculating different facets of biodiversity [59]. The Rao index is defined as
the expected dissimilarity between two individuals of a given assemblage selected at random with
replacement:

Q =
S∑
i, j

di jpip j (2)

where S is the number of species, dij is the distance or dissimilarity between the i-th and j-th species,
pi and pj are the proportions of i-th or j-th species in the sampling unit, so that pi pj is the product of
the species’ relative abundances (if all species are equally abundant pi = 1/S). Taxonomic diversity
assumes that the dissimilarity distance between species is fixed (dij = 1 for all pairs of species) unless
i = j (dij = 0), and this index represents the well-known Simpson index of dominance (D). Instead, in the
calculation of functional diversity (FD), the parameter dij may vary between 0 (two species have exactly
the same trait values) and 1 (two species have completely different trait values). Consequently, the
Simpson index represents the upper limit that functional diversity may achieve [14]. Having calculated
the Q and D for each plot, we are able to quantify the functional redundancy (FR), defined as:

R = 1−
Q
D

(3)

As stated above, since D represents the maximum values that Q may achieve, the R index is
unaffected by species richness. The calculation of D, Q and R was performed at plot level with the
uniqueness function provided by Ricotta et al. [14], using unweighted species data, while the Gower
distance was used as a measure of distance (dij). However, since we focused on presence absence data,
we considered species richness (S) as a measure of taxonomic diversity [61].

2.5. Data Analysis

To assess the effect of different structural parameters on the different components of diversity
(species richness, functional diversity and functional redundancy) for each clonal trait, we used
the approach proposed by Zuur et al. [62]. Firstly, we selected the explanatory variables that most
contributed to the model. Secondly, we used the Akaike information criterion (AIC) approach to
compare the linear model with the mixed model, selecting the location as the random effect. For the
final best model with two or more predictors, we checked their multicollinearity and we removed
the predictor or predictors showing high multicollinearity (i.e., values > 10 according to the variance
inflation factor). Model assumptions (normality, homoschedasticity and independence of the residuals)
were evaluated in graphs. We used this procedure for each component of diversity (species richness,
functional diversity, and functional redundancy) of each clonal trait. Before computing all the analyses,
predictors were standardized with the decostand function, selecting the “standardize” method to obtain
comparable coefficients. However, since functional diversity may be affected by species diversity, we
calculated the standardized effect size (SES) by shuffling the species traits 999 times [58,63]. Positive
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SES means higher FD observed values compared to random expectation (functional divergence), while
negative SES means lower FD values compared to random expectation (functional convergence) [64].
We used both observed FD and SES-FD in these statistical analyses. All the analyses were done in the
R environment (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. http://www.R-project.org).
Explanatory variables were selected using the glmulti function in the MuMin package, and the mixed
model was run with the lme function, while the non-mixed model was run with the gls function, both
in the nlme package. Model comparison was performed with anova function (stat package), while
multicollinearity was checked with vif function (car package). As the linear models performed with the
gls and lm functions (stat package) gave similar results (i.e., the same coefficient values of explanatory
variables), we re-fitted the final non-mixed model with the lm function to obtain the R2, since the gls
function did not provide it.

3. Results

3.1. Taxonomic Diversity

Concerning the species richness (S), we found that the best fitting model was related to the
subordinate density of the trees on 400 m2 (R2 = 19%; AIC = 440; Table 2), with a negative effect.

Table 2. Relationship between the different facets of biodiversity (TD = taxonomic diversity;
FD = functional diversity; R= functional redundancy) and the structural features analysed for the
Sibillini and Duchessa montane beech forests in the Central Apennines in Italy. Species richness (S) is
the measure of taxonomic diversity (TD); Rao’s quadratic entropy raw (Q) is the measure of functional
diversity (FD), while combined with Simpson (R) is the measure of functional redundancy (FR) for the
clonal traits considered in this study (LS: lateral spread; PCGO: persistence of clonal growth organs;
NCO: number of clonal offspring). We report the results of multiple regression models, the coefficient
values, the significance of each predictor, the R2 values and AIC of each model.

Diversity’
Facet Trait Index DBH ShDBH H ShH Em.d. Sub.d. Dom.d. Tot.d. R2 AIC Model

Type

TD S −1.97 * −1.34 n.s. 19% 440 non-mixed

FD LS Q 0.013 * 7% −230 non-mixed
PCGO Q 0.02 * 7% −163 non-mixed
NCO Q −0.033 ** −0.02 n.s. 10% −124 non-mixed

FR LS R −0.014 * −0.1 n.s. 13% −218 non-mixed
PCGO R −0.02 * −0.03 ** 16% −146 non-mixed
NCO R 0.04 ** 0.03 * 11% −109 non-mixed

DBH = mean diameter of standards; H = mean height of standards; ShDBH = diversity of the diameters of standards;
ShH = diversity of the height of standards; Em.d. = emergent density layer; Sub.d. = subordinate density layer;
Dom.d. = dominant density; Tot.d. = total density layer. ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; n.s. not significant. Significant results
are represented in bold. Model type refers to the model that emerges from the comparison between non-mixed and
mixed models according to the AIC criterion.

3.2. Functional Diversity

Since the results of SES-FD are qualitatively the same as the results of non-standardized FD
(Table S2; Figure S1), we report and describe here only the non-standardized FD values. For the
functional diversity (FD), we found a preferential relationship with the structural parameters of the
standards, namely mean diameter and mean height. In detail, the mean height of the standards
positively affected both lateral spread (R2 = 7%; AIC = −230; Table 2) and persistence of clonal growth
organs (R2 = 7%; AIC = −163; Table 2). The mean diameter of standards and the diversity of these
diameters negatively affected the functional diversity of the number of clonal offspring, albeit not
significantly in the latter case.

3.3. Functional Redundancy

Regarding functional redundancy, we found that the indices and functional diversity responded
to the structural parameters in quite a similar way. Indeed, functional redundancy of lateral spread

http://www.R-project.org
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proved to be negatively affected by the mean height of the standards (Figure 2a) and by subdominant
density of the trees on 400 m2, albeit not significantly (R2 = 13%; AIC = −218; Table 2). The index of
functional redundancy of persistent clonal growth organs, like its functional diversity counterpart,
was affected by mean height of standards, but in this case the association was negative (Figure 2b);
similarly, this index was also affected negatively by emergent density of trees on 400 m2 (Figure 2c)
(R2 = 16%; AIC = −146; Table 2). Functional redundancy of the number of clonal offspring showed
positive relationships with structural features related to the diameter of standards (mean and diversity
of diameters), unlike the negative relationships with these parameters seen in the aspect of functional
diversity (Figure 2d–e) (R2 = 11%; AIC = −109; Table 2). Finally, for each response variable, the
non-mixed model showed better performance compared to the mixed model, i.e., the relationships
between diversity indices and structural parameters were consistent in both the Duchessa study area
and the Sibillini study area, which have different floristic compositions.Diversity 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 13 
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Figure 2. Multiple linear regression between structural parameters and functional redundancy for
the Sibillini and Duchessa montane beech forests in the Apennines in Central Italy. (a) Lateral spread
(LS) with mean height of standards; (b) persistent clonal growth organ (PCGO) with mean height of
standards; (c) PCGO and emergent density layer; (d) number of clonal offspring (NCO) and mean
diameter of standards; (e) NCO and Shannon diameter diversity.

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated how different facets of understory plant diversity are affected by
structural parameters deriving from past management practices (height and diameters of standards;
cover of tree layers, etc.). Overall, we found that each facet of understory plant diversity was affected
by a different set of structural parameters. In detail, the functional diversity and functional redundancy
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of clonal traits were mainly affected by the height and diameter of standards, while species richness
was influenced only by the density of the tree layers. One of our most interesting results is related
to the pattern of functional diversity, and suggests that clonal traits may drive species coexistence in
forest ecosystems.

Finally, our results in the Montagne della Duchessa chain are consistent with those in the Monti
Sibillini chain, even though the two areas have different floristic composition; in both locations,
the relationships between each component of diversity and the significant predictor did not differ.

4.1. Taxonomic Diversity

Our results show a strong decline in species richness with the increase in subdominant tree
density in our study areas. Overall, tree density is widely considered a proxy of canopy cover and
strongly influences the light regime of the understory layer. High values of canopy cover generate
highly selective environments for light capture that filter for shade-tolerant understory species [30,32].
This results in lower values of species richness under closed canopy conditions [22,65]. However,
we were surprised to find a negative relationship between species richness and the density of the
subdominant tree layer only. This unexpected result highlights the complexity of processes influencing
the understory layer. The horizontal distribution of tree stems and the vertical organization of canopies
of the subordinate tree layer probably play a role in determining patterns of light quality (the red and
infrared spectra of light) and sun flecks, which in turn influence understory species richness [66,67].
However, there is a need for further studies to assess the relationship between light spatial arrangement
and understory species richness.

4.2. Functional Diversity

As previously stated, the understory of old coppice forest is generally characterized by the
phenomenon of functional convergence, by which species with similar functional strategies cope with
the high level of stress conditions under the canopy [32]. In this sense, a key role may be played by
taller standards with higher diameters. These standards, by sustaining a well-developed canopy, may
increase the recovery of the canopy after logging [Table S3] and therefore impose strong ecological
constraints in terms of light penetration and litter amount, for example, on the local understories [45,49].
Our results show that height and diameter of the standards may affect species assemblages differently,
according to different plant functions. Standards with greater diameter select for understory species
with similar clonal multiplication rate (i.e., functional convergence of number of clonal offspring). On
the contrary, taller standards (with very emergent and possibly wider crowns) enhance the variability
of understory strategies related to resource foraging (i.e., functional divergence of lateral spread) and
sharing (i.e., functional divergence of persistence of clonal organ).

The role these functions may play in species assemblage is still poorly investigated, in particular
in forest ecosystems. However, different plant traits capture different aspects of the ecological niche
of the species [68]. Therefore, we hypothesize that while some particular traits may be subjected to
a filtering effect in forest ecosystems [32], other traits may diverge [69], enhancing the spectrum of
community functional strategies. Overall, patterns of functional divergence have been widely linked
to the effect of competitive processes (i.e., limiting similarity) [70] and it is likely that the presence
of functionally dissimilar species may also be the result of competition occurring within the plots.
On the other hand, some authors have recently proposed that functional divergence may also be the
result of micro-environmental heterogeneity. Indeed, variation in soil features may enhance functional
differentiation, since functionally different species might occupy different micro-habitats within the
studied assemblage [71,72]. In the studied forest ecosystems, the patterns of functional divergence
may be more connected to the heterogeneous distribution of resources [33]. This concept seems to
be supported by the fact that competitive processes take place on a very small scale [70], while for a
plot size of several meters, environmental features overcome the role of competitive processes [39,40].
Finally, our approach based on the use of presence/absence data may minimize the role of biotic
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interaction [39]. Further fine-scale investigations are needed to assess the reasons behind functional
divergence for some clonal traits in our old coppice forest understories.

4.3. Functional Redundancy

While the literature offers a variety of studies of taxonomic and functional diversity, there is a
dearth of works on functional redundancy based on this method of calculation (i.e., Rao’s quadratic
entropy) [14], and thus we lack the opportunity to compare the patterns detected in our study with
those observed by others. Overall, we found that functional redundancy and functional diversity
had opposite trends. This may be explained by our observation of decreased functional diversity
uncoupled from a variation in the species number (Table 2), such that, in a process of species turnover,
the number of species that disappear is counterbalanced by the number of new species entering the
community. Moreover, these new species showed a decrease in functional diversity in relation to
number of clonal offspring, and an increase in functional diversity in relation to lateral spread and
persistence of clonal growth organs, and thus the functional redundancy tends to increase and decrease,
respectively. Functional redundancy is widely associated with ecosystem stability: variation in the
functional redundancy reflects variation in the stability of those ecosystem processes provided by such
traits, mainly carbon sequestration and soil fixation [73]. Therefore, the observation that structural
parameters have opposite impacts on these ecosystem processes seems to suggest, at least in part, that
they exert counterbalanced effects on the carbon sequestration and soil fixation provided by forest-floor
species (Table 2).

5. Conclusions

A clear understanding of how understory plant communities respond to forest structure is essential
for the development of suitable management practices. In this study, we emphasized that this insight
could be achieved by analyzing the taxonomic and functional facets of diversity, not only singly, but
also in combination (i.e., functional redundancy). Indeed, this approach makes it possible to assess the
effects that biotic and abiotic features may have on each aspect of diversity, as well as on the stability
of the ecosystem [14]. Indeed, we found that while tree density influenced species richness only, the
features of the standards (in terms of height and diameter) affected the understories functioning. Thus,
in sight of a possible renewal of coppicing, we suggest that in their efforts to maintain the functioning of
the ecosystem, forest managers and planners should take into consideration the structural parameters
of the standards and their spatial heterogeneity. Also, in assessing the effects of their management
practices on plant diversity, we suggest they should simultaneously evaluate a variety of measurements
of diversity, instead of relying exclusively on taxonomic metrics [22,74]. In this study, we also stressed
the role that clonal traits may play in promoting species coexistence in the forest understory.

A possible limitation of this study lies in the fact that it used (a) presence/absence data and (b) plant
functional traits related to a restricted (but largely unexplored) spectrum of functions, namely, clonal
traits. Further investigations considering species abundance data, and including a larger spectrum
of plant traits, such as plant height, specific leaf area and seed mass, are needed to have a better
understanding of the effect of forest structure (including standards) on the understory plant diversity
in old coppice forests.
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